MILL CREEK®

DOUBLE 4" • DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP • DOUBLE 5" • DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP • TRIPLE 3"

CLASSIC COLORS

- EVEREST
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- SCOTTISH THISTLE
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- PEBBLESTONE CLAY
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

LIGHT COLORS

- VICTORIAN GREY
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- WICKER
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- SANDTONE
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- SAGE
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4 1/2" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - TRIPLE 3"

- DESERT SAND
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- SILVER GREY
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- ALMOND
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- CLASSIC CREAM
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4 1/2" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - TRIPLE 3"

- CAMEO
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"

- WHITE
  - DOUBLE 4"
  - DOUBLE 4" DUTCH LAP
  - DOUBLE 5"
  - DOUBLE 5" DUTCH LAP
  - TRIPLE 3"
Precise, secure fastening, easier installation and tighter fit combine to deliver added strength and stability — even in high winds.

Enhanced shadow lines replicate the appearance of real wood siding.

Exclusive formulation and process boosts durability so panels are more resistant to cracking, impact and thermal distortion. As an added benefit, rich color resides throughout the panel — virtually eliminating the appearance of nicks and minor surface scratches.

Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years (see warranty for complete details).

Metro-Dade County Approved
A HEALTHY RESPECT FOR THE PLANET — AND OUR CUSTOMERS.

Everything we do, big and small, revolves around our respect for our customers — and the environment. We’re committed to zero-waste manufacturing, process optimization, sustainability, recycling and the conservation of energy and water. In fact, we put sustainable practices to work at every stage of our process — engineering, testing, product development, manufacturing, transportation and beyond.

MILL CREEK® DELIVERS.

DURABILITY. If you’re looking for siding that is durable and low maintenance, and looks beautiful, Mill Creek siding is the ideal choice. Mill Creek will enhance your home’s appearance today — and for years to come.

NO PAINT, NO STAIN, NO HASSLES. Mill Creek, a premium panel, never needs paint or stain. Unlike real wood siding, it won’t crack, peel, flake or rot. Revolutionary technology like Mastic’s exclusive Hang-Tough™ maximizes the panel’s weatherability and delivers additional protection — and peace of mind — for your investment.

COLOR AND TEXTURE. Featuring a realistic wood grain, Mill Creek is available in 13 base colors.

PEACE OF MIND THAT LASTS A LIFETIME. Mill Creek is backed by the Mastic V.I.P. Limited Lifetime Warranty — a real warranty backed by a solid company. Mastic has been a trusted industry leader for more than 50 years. Please see our warranty for complete details.
The beauty of Mastic premium vinyl siding.

Based on an average-size home, repainting or staining can cost up to $6,000 every four years. Mill Creek never needs painting, caulking or patching because, unlike wood, it won’t crack, peel, rot or split.

**NO PAINT. NO STAIN. NO HASSLES.**

Since vinyl doesn’t require paint or stain, harmful VOCs aren’t released into the atmosphere.

**Mastic Hang-Tough™ Technology**

Exclusive formulation and process boosts durability so panels are more resistant to cracking, impact and thermal distortion. As an added benefit, rich color resists throughout the panel virtually eliminating the appearance of minor and initial surface scratches.

**BREATHE EASY**

Unlike some fiber cement products, vinyl siding does not produce harmful silica dust — silica dust can cause lung disease.

**Mastic V.I.P. Limited Lifetime Warranty**

Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind — backed by Mastic, a trusted industry leader for 50+ years. See warranty for complete details.

---

**TEST OUR VINYL. WE DO. RIGOROUSLY. RELENTLESSLY.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEATHERING</th>
<th>GLOSS TEST</th>
<th>COLOR READ TEST</th>
<th>RIGIDITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color retention (resistance to fading) is tested by subjecting Mastic products to real-time weather conditions and accelerated UV testing. This ensures that Mastic products will hold up in the most extreme environmental conditions.</td>
<td>A digital readout microgloss meter is used to scan siding to determine if its gloss falls within a target range. Gloss is important to the aesthetic appeal of the siding.</td>
<td>Using a spherical spectrophotometer, a 10,000-watt xenon flash tube bounces light off siding panels. This information is then analyzed to determine if the color falls within accepted ranges for consistency and match.</td>
<td>Panels are designed and engineered to be more rigid so siding remains straight on the wall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERTICAL HEIGHT IMPACT TEST</td>
<td>Measures the product’s durability and ability to resist impact forces — the result of proper thickness, formulation and impact modifiers.</td>
<td>OIL CAN TEST Siding panels are placed under heat strips and saturated to 120° — 140°F to make sure the siding doesn’t warp or buckle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mastic Home Exteriors. This is the exterior solution.